Referendum on Ballot

NSA Controversy To Be Dec*lded By Students
By Carolyn Emigh
At last, UPS IS ALIVE!!!
Of course, it's election time
again! Fortunately there's a new
and vital issue this year other
than student-administration relations, communication, and promises "to do my best"—whatever
that is. In this election every student who votes will be deciding
the direction for student government in the 1968-69 school year.
The issue? Becoming a member of the National Student Association. This can mean more
than yearly dues, more than receiving services at half the price
and more than attending conferences on pertinent student affairs.
It can mean dedicating our student government to a position of
achieving meaningful leadership
on this campus.
The Goals Can Be Reached
The steps to reaching these
goals are challenging, but they
are also available. Affiliation with
NSA could be that first step. UPS
would he joining an established
and well-organized association
hacked by national leaders and
well over 300 universities throughout the States. It is through such
a structure that UPS could receive such services as:
—International Student ID's
entitling the holder to reductions
UI) to 50'D for transportation, ac-

comodations, and cultural and
sports events.
—The lowest cost in life-insurance policies available to students.
—Information and detailed
courses for action in carrying
through educational reforms such
as increased student involvement
in curriculum planning.
—Increased awareness of academic freedom entitled to students:
legal support and assistants for
student rights.
—A resource for big-name concert artists and film series available at discount prices.
Constructive Action Available
These are overwhelming reasons, agreed. But they are only
available through a recognized
body that is nationally-supported
and student-oriented. NSA leaders are not just talking; they are
providing constructive methods
for acting.
Obviously this organization is
not flawless. It has taken NSA
many years of practice to achieve
partially their goals here outlined.
It has experienced major setbacks, including the CIA scandal.
This is nothing new in American
life, as we are aware of the
various national government officials being involved in equally
disreputable affairs. The most important thing, however, is that the
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see store page 9

administration and operational
structure of NSA was changed
to prevent such a reoccurrence.
This organization has also been
labeled by the far-right as being
communist-backed. Of course,
what hasn't the far-right labeled
as such, except the Birch Society?
Charter flights to Europe, conferences on student drug usage,
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Friday, March 8
Primary Elections from 9 am.
to 4 p.m.
1K All-School Dance
'A' Tournament
Campus Film "Silent World"
Saturday, March 9
Logger Day and Dance
'A' Tournament Finals
Campus Film
Monday, March 11
Harlem Globe Trotters—Fieldhouse
Tuesday, March 12
Graduate Record Exams-Jones
Central Board
Final Elections' 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Friday, March 15
Region 'AA' Basketball Tournment—Fieldhouse
Campus Film
Junior Recital—Tim Strong,
Pianist
Studio Production—Kilworth,
8 p.m.

VISTA Reps.
To Recruit
Recruiters from VISTA will
be on campus Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday of next week,
March 11-13.

Gilchrist Buick, Inc.

tempts to bring together as many
schools as are willing to discuss
common problems, to exchange
information, and to offer tentative solutions. This could be a
commitment by ASUPS to plan
a course of action capable of making our student government a respected and purposeful institution. Can we meet the challenge?

Around UPS

TO A GILCHRIST SALESMAN WHEN HE
DANGLES HIS WATCH
YOU'LL BE HYPNOTIZED ENOUGH BY THE NEW

C!ommitment to Purpose
The only other criticism heard
at UPS is that it is a waste of
money. This depends on how our
leaders and each one of us use
our available resources. There is
value in an organization that at-
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Thursday, March 14
Graduate Record Exams
Chapel
Delta Kappa Gamma meeting

Dean Henry

puses hardly fit this description.

421j7i.)7J!iiri

Wednesday, March 13
Graduate Record Exams
Final Elections' 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Elections Banquet 5 p.m. Student Center
House of Critics, 7:30-MC 6

Dixon Rice

and contacts with other cam-

Resides recruiting for the nation-wide programs, the representatives of VISTA are offering a 2month program for work in Tacoma, paid on the same basis as
the regular volunteers. This
"VISTA Association Program" is
mainly directed to those planfling to return to college next
year.
For further information on
VISTA contact the campus representatives next week in the
Student Union Building, or call
Mike Kromly at BR 2-6865.

ROD McK1iN, nuzzled by the cat fan lr to readers of his
poems, will be featured by Artists and Lectures Thursday,
March 28, in the Great Hall.

'Grass' Issue Hits
House of Critics
By Dave Hirst

is sadly misinformed and fearful.

The House of Critics takes on
the question of marijuana Wednesday evening. Mach 13, when
it considers the proposition, "This
house believes that the 'laws
governing marijuana should be
liberalized."

In his editorial MacDonald called
upon the UW administration to

Speaking for the proposition
will he Patrick McDonald, editor
of the University of Washington
Daily, and Professor Earle McNeil, of the sociology department.
They will be opposing Miss Barbara Curry, UPS student, and
Mr. Lionel Schmidt, advisor to
Narcotics Anonymous and other
agencies.
MacDonald, judging from observed student opinion, is highly
esteemed as editor of the Daily.
In his February 6 editorial he
wrote about the laws governing
marijuana and its use on campus. This editorial grew out of a
growing awareness and concern
that the present laws are grossly
unjust and that the general public

adopt a policy of non-cooperation
with law-enforcement agencies until such a time when marijuana
users in the UW community could
be assured to being tried under a
fair and just law. MacDonald, a
senior at UW, majors in political
science and has written for the
Seattle Post-Inteiligencer for six
years.
McNeil, professor of sociology
at UPS, became interested in
marijuana through his work with
prisoners at Walla Walla and
through other research connected with his masters thesis on deviant behavior. He believes that
much of the information regarding marijuana is incorrect or distorted. A graduate of Washington
State University, he is presently
working on his Ph.D. also in
connection with deviant behavior.
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Editorial,* L B J and the Ban
'JPS' study-abroad program might he in
jeojiardy. And it would be the fault not of
the university's president or administration
but of the country's. The experience of
world travel, such as was expressed by Dr.
John Phillips in his story on the Rome group
in last week's Trail, might be denied to many
students.
Although 180 years have passed since
George Washington said, "Why, by interweaving our destiny with that of any part
of Europe, entangle our peace and prosperity
in the foils of European ambition, rivaiship,
interest, humor or caprice?" President Johnson has more or less reiterated this statement in his proposed plan for keeping Americans at home. Despite the fact that the historical situation which prompted Washington's speech is immeasurably out-dated, our
present leader seems again to be supporting
and isolationistic policy. How? By a ban or
a tax on foreign travel.
Contradictions in Johnson's Policy
The reasons behind Johnson's proposal
are more complex than the plan itself, for
there are inherent contradictions in his seeming policy of "isolationism": we are involved
in foreign entangling alliances on one hand,
but are directed to remain aloof from personal contacts with foreign peoples on the
other. Some interpretations of the President's stance have held that he is merely trying to keep the flow of gold out of the U. S.
to a minimum. But why? Is it because Fort
Knox cannot stand the decrease in gold resulting from the spending both of travelers
and of the military? Or is it because of another, but related, interpretation—the one that
Johnson's proposed tax on foreign travel is
not to keep Americans and their money at
home, but to encourage them to go abroad
so that the tax revenue can help foot the bill
of our foreign "adventures," i.e., in Vietnam
and elsewhere?
An Intolerable Situation
President Johnson's stance is intolerable,
not only because of the threat to students
who wish to study abroad, or to people who
like to vacation out of the States, or to foreign investors. It is also a threat to the concept of a "world view vs. isolationism." The
time-worn cliche has often been used that
with advances in methods of travel and in
communications, it is impossible to be "isolationistic." The idea of being "world citizens" primarily, and not just 'American citizens, also applies here, for every person's
heritage is not, and cannot be, limited to national boundaries. Our culture is a result of
many diverse cultures coming together. How
then, can anyone rationally attempt to curtail the experiences accompanying world travel (and whether or not Johnson wants
Americans to stay at home, or if he merely
wants to take advantage of a source of revenue, the result is a curtailment of travel)
when our heritage is that of the world? The
answer seems clear—it's irrational.
Results of A Travel Ban
Just think of some of the possible results
of a travel ban . . . If there is a tax instead
of an over-all ban, the result would be pretty
much the same—less Americans will be able
to take advantage of travel, especially stu-

dents who usually operate on the prover:
bial "$5-a-day" budget. The tax might not be
prohibitive, but there are other reasons why
some serious-minded Americans will choose
to stay at home—namely because they would
refuse to support, directly or indirectly,
another policy which seemed to aim at the
financing of the war in Vietnam. And whatever the reasons, fewer people traveling would
mean less contact with other cultures, ways
of living, attitudes, etc. Though a certain
communication would still be in effect
through journals, books, and television, much
of the valuable personal contact would be
lost. Whether a person spends a three-week
touring holiday in a foreign country or studies there for a semester, it is practically inevitable that some of his outlooks will be affected. And there is another old argument, but
still a very valid one, that can be used here
—the less people who come into direct contact with peoples of other nations, the longer it will take for cooperation on national or
educational levels to solidify; and some would
hypothesize that it would therefore be longer for the concept of "world citizenship" to
become a reality.
The problem is urgent, it is vital to everyone whether or not everyone wishes to
travel. And something should be done. If
LBJ is really worried about the outflow of
gold, and with the "credibility gap" we can't
know for sure, he would not suggest a travel
tax or even a travel ban. He would get some
of those extra "minds" in Washington working on the encouragement of travel to the
United States. Then the money that is "flow-

ing" out would be balanced by money flowing in. But of course, that idea might undermine his real reason for proposing such an
"irrational" policy—that of finding another
source of taxable revenue to finance the Vietnam and other "campaigns."
Students Interpret the Problem
The frshman honors humanities colloquium, directed by Mrs. Ilona Herlinger, has
been studying the problem of a travel ban,
and in poetic form some of the students have
analyzed the situation in connection with
their own personal feelings. Two poems most
clearly express, and sum up, the general sentiment of the group. One is written in the
style of Vachel Lindsay, and the other onewell, the parody should he obvious.. . —G.A.
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To the Editor:
Meyerhoff, Moen, Red, Ristvet,
The most successful blood drive Rudsit, Sory, Warren and naturally Gretchen.
on record was sponsored last
—from Cadet 2nd Lt
week by the Ralph Brown SquadAndy Boughal
ron of the Arnold Air Society,
Air Force ROTC. Twenty-one
members of the Arnold Air SociFrom the Editor
eti and Angel Flight led those
Editor's notes and apologies:
giving blood to the Tacoma, Pierce
Joan Lucke's by-line was omitCounty Blood Bank.
ted from the review on Philip
A notable first was achieved
Hanson's performance in the Feb.
when Gretchen Wangeman, a
23 issue.
member of the Angel Flight, was
Dean Robert H. Bock has anamong one of the donors.
nounced that two students should
We hope that the high sense of
be added to the Dean's List for
honor and deep sense of personal
the fall term: Patricia Ross and
responsibility demonstrated by
Carole Singer.
members of the Arnold Air SociPhoto credits go to Gary Eddy
ety and Angel Flight will serve as
for his pictures of Dr. Thompson
an example for future blood
and of the repertory performers,
drives on campus.
and to Rich Crow for his study
As the officials of the Tacomaof David Wagner, in the March
Pierce County Blood Bank said,
1 issue.
and we agree. "Thanks to a great
hunch of guys."
Donors were: Boughal. Burger,
Collins, Enz, Heuston, Johnson,
Kemp. Kearns, King, Kopelke,
Masonic, McCloskey, McMullen,

George Obiozor's picture should
have accompanied his review of
Things Foil Apart.
And Dr. R. Franklin Thompson is not 80 years; UPS is.
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By Scott Wilson
Baines led boldly with his big hum-drumAll awash in the blood of the land.
Europeans smiled gravely, and they said,
"They'll come."
All awash in the blood of the land.
Travelers came boldly, rank on rankThey'd taken everything from the bank.
It's all awash with the blood of the land

By Dave Hirst
President Johnson, Our fatherly anti-intellectual, Who art in the White House,
Heaven forbid it should happen again! Give
us our old quotas, and forgive us our cries
of outrage, as we would forgive our taxors.
And lead us not away from Europe but deliver us untaxed to fair shores, for Thou art,
unfortunately, powerful.
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Reviewing Africa

MARITAL CUSTOMES DIFFER
By George Obiozor
I Loved a Girl, by Walter Trobisch
This book looks like an account of stewardship
of Walter Trohisch. a Christian missionary, in Caineron, West Africa. It is also an analysis of a se// image of two young Africans, Francois and Cecile,
of u'hom the book talks about. The Republic of
Cameron is one of the most historic African countries. Since the book was basically the Ca in croon
experience of a missionary, it behooves its to look
brief/v at the en viron in en t U H der oh ic/i the experiences originated. The Republic of Cameroon
has an area of 183381 square miles. The capital
city is Yaounde. There are 140 ethnic groups who
have contribu ted to the population (6.2 mi/lion),
each hai'ing a distinctive heritage of art, music
and folklore. It is a land of contrast, containing
a/must every species of flora and fauna of tropical A/rica. Historically. Cameroon has been inhabited since early times, and contains relics of piehistoric societies.
Commerce with the Mediterranean region was
active with trade routes across the Sahara to transport ivory, ostrich feathers, bronze. and salt to
Egypt and other early civilizations.
Former colonial status went as follows German (1884-1916)
French (1916-1960) (E. Cameroon)
British (1916-1960) (W. Cameroon)
The official languages are English and French.
East Cameroon became independent on October
1, 1961. The East and West Cameroon territories
united into the Federal Republic of Cameroon in
1961.
/ Loved a Girl is a direct and simple story, but
the message it conveys to us is deep-routed in the
conflicts in interpretation of African culture in relation to our own desires. It is a personal experience
of l'rancojs and Cecile, two young Africans who
followed a deviant approach in solving the complex
social problems regarding marriage and love.
According to tradition, marriage and love were
smi essential an affair that no one man was left to
decide if. It therefore became the overall concern of
the total family group or societ y to decide "the
when and how" concerning marriage. This had a
meaningful purpose—tn control areas where marriage was permissable, to give all due attention to
all matters concerning social stahilitv. to lonk into
the financial viabilityo
f the couple, to secure a
stable marriage in harmony with the society or
tribe. Wrong marriages or marriages not approved
by the society were frowned on because they threatened the social order. Thus endogamy was prevalent and provided an effective measure against potential tribal or social enemies. Some marriages were
voidable or stopped because they ventured outside
ones own tribal or kindred groups. This became a
built-in value for societies based on pat ri lineal descent groups.
The expansion of the descent group was a ositive good; it did occur, but it was not successful.
Even today, despite gradual or violent changes such
as recorded in this hook, the effectiveness of the
coot rol of marriage and love remains a significant
social force in Africa. ''I Loved a GuI'' therefore
becomes a testimony to t he conflicts that exist in
African social life.

The conflict is parental authori t y versus in
diviclual convict ions, so('ietv norms, culture, and the
demand it makes on the indi duals.
In the traditional way it was the duty of the
parents to arrange marria ge s. They marIe matches
and sons and daughters would aced'!)t them without
(!ci('stion. This was to avoid a dangerous gamble
over a serious affair like marriage. If one was consulterl l)efor(' the arrangement, the only question
he might have been asked wd)uld have been "what
do y ou know about wonn'n'?" Many times !)arents
found out that their sons knew little or nothing
about women, and that justified the arrangedl-marriage system.
Francois and Cecile rebellerl against this system by eloping in the midst of parental disgust and
disapproval. By so doing. Cecile denied her family
of the bridlal price or dowry which men pay in
Africa. For this crime the couple was not forgiven,
and their self-justification based on love was an
insufficient reason to get married in the eye of
society. By taking to themselves the exclusive right
to choose or be chosen as husband and wife, they
violated the traditional rule of the game.
The average African today is excited by the
clash between tradition and innovation. Although
the Pastor. Francois, and Cecile managed to make
the drama a comedy, it had no Parental blessing,
and it became only a partial victory, or a comedy
of errors. For both agreed that culture was such a
deeply entrenched institution that it never leaves
the indlividlual nor can it he easily discarded. Above
all, Africa's culture has been maintained through
the ages as the backbone of social and moral stanclards by sanctions beyond all secular control.
Analysis—In the long run, one could safely
say that the hook / Loved a Girl, has the rare
quality found in many hooks of its kind!. It has
a direct personal image of the soul that is longing
to be freed from restrictions imposed by culture,
custom or tradition. It illustrates the strengths and
weaknesses of e'ulture and tradition. It brings openly before our eyes a nation where modernity and
raditional beliefs are making uneasy compromises
with one another.
It demonstrates "the wind of change blowing
across Africa." But the hook also shows that the
crisis of transition has a remedy apart from rationalit y . The Pastor pla y ed! the part of an expert.
but the elopement took him by surprise and! failed
to solve the problem. Thu conflict continued
through a barrage of letters from ('ecile appealing
for parental mei'cv and forgiveness, and through
later discussion of matters which take priority
under normal circumstances. In the end the father
does not forgive, nor will the society forget, the
outrage. Cecile's last letter shows the reader how
far apart the marriage has carried her from her
father.
To her lather she wrote: ''Give us a start without deht. Allow us to fmnmnd our own home." All
these were parental ohl I gato)os in a society-ap!)roe'd marriage.
So Cecilm', though she married Francois, (instead of Mr. Henri, her fat her's choice), later reahizu'dI that she had aliu'natu'd heno'l I from her famil y . and was faced with 1110 i nevitahlt' consequences
of her action
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PROFESSOR EDWARD SEFERIAN and company v,n H produce a unique
UnversiIy Chapel experience on March 22 in a program arranged
by Seferian.

UPS Chapel To Present
Musical Service March 22
The musical talents of Profes
sor Ediward Seferian, Dr. Alma
Onc!ev, and studlents in the
String Orchestra will be combined
in a unique University Chapel
service on March 14 at II am.
Professor Seferian has arrangcd a program which will melodIc
Mozart's "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik" perform'd by the String
Orchestra and Ernest Chausson's
"Poeme" player1 by Edlwa rd Seferian, violin, and Alma Onclev.
P ia no.
Seferian Comments on "Poème"
To help students better und!erstanch the musical selections. Mr.
Seh'rian has prepared these tommerits on ''Pokme."
''Byv arying the' melorlic st ructure. the harmon' and rhythm of
a theme, and by changing from
soft to lout!, from s! ow to fast, and
from 1(1w to high register. ('hausson found it !>055i1J1e to transform
the character mmf his music sum that
it might suggest romantic love in
one section, a pastoral scef'ie in
another, t('nsiuun and conf!ict in
a third!, and triumph in the last.
The poem itself as Liszt established it was a romantic species of
theme and variations inspi re'd by
a poem, a painting and a lane!scale, or what was e'xpressedh in
the three section of Chauson's
work—a feeling about Ii I e.
Conductor of Symphony
Professor Seferian, who is conduct or of the t J PS-Tacoma Svmphony and has taught violin and
('hanifier music at UPS for 8
years, has an outstanding background in the field of music. He
was a scholarship stud!enf at the
.Jul I iard! School of Music, prado.
ating with Bachelor and Master of Science r!egree's. As contudor and musical director of
the Tacoma Symphony, he is
rest onsilth' for the inaugu rat ion
of t he u nprecedented p0! icy of
compl i menta rv concerts wit Ii an
i nternat mona!- renowned artist as
guest so! (nsf d u ring orchestra!
seasons. Recently Mr. Seferian
received! the National Sti'i nwav
Award for cultural achievement
during 1967.

Began at Age 5
Edward Seferian, who began
studying violin at the age of 5,
has performed in recitals throughout the U.S. For the past 8 summers he has been invited by Pablo
Casals to participate in the Casals
Festival in Puerto Rico.
The String Orchestra which
will he presenting the other part
of Thursday's chapel e'onsists of
12 students: Rebecca Barnes,
Shari Berntsen, Daphne Browning, Diane Crews, Patricia Irwin,
David Lvles, Peter Nagy-Farkas,
Robert Pentagrast, Sue Peringer,
Kristin Schutte, Curtis Stovall,
and Deborah Tanner.

Charges vs.
TRAIL
Misleading
By Al Kiest
At the elections banquet Wednesday, one of the e'andlid!ates for
ASB presirlent madle a number
of references to the management
of the Trail.
By his promise to insure "more
responsible handling of student
fundis" of the T,'ail (and Tamuan umax too, for good measure), Dixon Rice implied that the financial
management of these ptihlications
is faulty.
Knowing Mr. Rice to he intellectually honest. I can only conclurhe that his attack (insofar as
it concerns the Trail) was based!
on inaccurate information or no
information at all.
The 7','ail staff and management has provided the ASUPS
with 66 more pages in the 6768 acadlemic year than in the 6607
'ar. This was marIe possible
I v mill inc reaserl effort to procure
advertising which resulted! in rev enues 50' greater than ('stimatedl
in the fall.
I hope Mr. Rice will in the future learns the facts before making such charges.
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Student Grads
Required to Take
Record Exams
Graduate Record Exams, required of all seniors who expect
to graduate in June, will be given
in Jones Hall Auditorium March
12-14.
The area test on Tueday will
run from 1-5:30 p.m., the advanced test on Wednesday from
9-12:30, and the aptitude test
on Thursday from 9-12.
Seniors should check with the
cashier before the testing date.

America's farm population has
been cut in half since 1950. Since
that time farm units have been
disappearing at a rate of 100,000
a year.

q
JEWELRY
Sales and Service for
Acc utro n
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS RADIOS
-

2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681
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KUPS ORGANIZERS

From left to right, Lyle Miller, Candi Campbell, Dave Neiser,
Kemper Righter, Karen Robinson, and seated Rockwell Smith.
-

Photo by Gary Eddy

KUPS Soon to 'Split the Ai r P
KUPS radio is on the way in.

no? You're hard to convince but
this two-year dream will be coming true and as the old cliche goes
"it's sooner than you think."

The UPSound, if everything goes
as well as in the past, will be coming your way by the end of this

Professional announcers and
disc-jockeys from local radio
stations will soon help to screen
volunteers for KUPS radio announcers, disc-jockeys, reporters
and even those stimulating secretaries, though we won't say who'll
be stimulating who.
Want to get in on the fun? Contact Rockwell Smith, Dave Neiser,
or Reg Briggs and you may be
"On the air" by the time KUPS
is ready to bring the UPSound
to this campus.
Dale Bailey, public relations
man for UPS has been a priceless help to the radio station committee. Never have administration
and students done so much work
in so short a time. When told he
was not considered a yes-man for
the administration Bailey quipped, "Gosh, don't let it get out to
President Thompson or I'll be
out of a job by the time we go
on the air!"
The Intercollegiate Knights

school year. With it will come
a new dimension in communications for this campus.
Since political head Dave Neise.r
has turned the dirty work over
to Rockwell Smith, chief engineer,
amplifiers have been built, a
studio in 212 of the SUB and a
workshop for construction in
Howarth 115 have been secured.
Reg Briggs has pulled a few
strings in the right places (notably
his father's electronics firm) to
obtain numerous parts, and other
volunteer workers have added to
the rapidly growing KUPS paraphenalia and staff.
Would you believe a weekly
comedy report, correspondents
from Rome, Vienna and other
places of interest? NO? Well, how
about a half hour Joe Pyne-type
show with you participating? Still
no? How about all UPS sports
events, here and away, through
a KTAC-KUPS sports line? Still

7'e?

-

no extra charge.
-

CALL US

at

All About Travel
905 Pacific Avenue
BR 2-4192

6Th6rnationul center- .iAcademic

The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student
achieve his maximum potential in the subject, or subjects, of their chol.ce.

1

We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these
outstanding instructional techniques have shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE

Planning a spring-break visit to California, Florida
or British Columbia? Or just a quick trip back
home?
Either way, we can get you top reservations for the
dollars you want to spend, fast and firm
and at
WANT SOME FREE ADVICE?

helped to start the ball rolling
by throwing $500 in the hopper.
The original ASB allotment by
Central Board still stands at $500.
Will the Choppers, that super
organiation of gigantic garglers,
finally be outdone?
KUPS radio will soon be a
dream come true for many people
on this campus. For you, it will
simply be a convenient device to
catch up on campus news and
sports events without having to
strain your eyes. At any rate, it
will be worth listening to! Maybe
it will even be worth working on.

The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is a
to give a complete money back guarantee: If after following instructions
faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your
money will be completely refunded.

Special, introductory offer expires May 1,1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.II
For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to;
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135
Please include;
Course;
Last semesters average
Name
1.
1.
Address
2.
2.
City
State
3.
3.
Zip Code
4.
4.
College or U.
5.
5.
Special group rates for fraternitieg and sororities. 20% discount for groups
of ten or more. Please include organization title________________________________
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
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Our Man Hoppe

OT Students
Awarded
Traineeships

Total Bi rth Control
(Distributed by Chronicle Features Syndicate)

Four students in the University
of Puget Sound's School of Occupational Therapy have been
awarded Social and Rehabilitation Services Traineeships, according to Mrs. Joyce M. Ward, director of O.T. at UPS.
The four winners are: Mrs.
Ella May Gluth, a junior from
Port Angeles: Carol Ann Addington, senior from Kellogg, Ida.;
Irene Morrow, senior from Pomeroy, Wash.; and Mrs. Judy Ates
Scott, junior from Tacoma, Wash.
"These awards bring a total
of eleven traineeships to the UPS
campus, nine having previously
been awarded for the academic
year 1967-68," Mrs. Ward said.
Two of the previous trainees are
no longer at UPS.

by Arthur Hoppe
The League for Total Birth
Better, of course, would be a
Control pauses today in its busy
nighttime
variety
show with
do-good work to salute Professor
Johnny Carson. But with the everPaul R. Ehrlich of Stanford Uniincreasing length of the commerversity for his imaginative and
cials, peril lurks here.
warm-hearted proposal to help 3.5
So after much thought, the
million people abroad who are
League urges that in addition to
starving to death,
sending starving people abroad
Dr. Ehrlich proposes sending
40 million free television sets, we
them $2 billion worth of free
also send them 16 professional
television sets.
football teams.. Oh, what a boon
this would be!
"Attitude change, not techno"Dear, you've been glued to that
logical advancement, is the key
set for 14 hours and 32 minutes.
to surviving the time of famines
Please come to bed."
and avoiding its repetition," the
"Shhh! Brodie is fading to pass
noted population biologist told a
Planned Parenthood meeting.
* * *
He said he figured that if we
The League's plan was adopted
could install maybe 40 million
8-1 by its Board of Directors. A
communal television sets in backminority report was issued by Dr.
ward villages abroad, we could
Homer T. Pettibone. He said he
change the attitudes of the vast
felt a steady diet of Peyton Place
majority of uneducated people
and the late news round-up would
and thus snuff out the population
be a more humane way to change
explosion,
the attitudes of television viewers
The League for Total Brith
abroad who were starving to
Control heartily applauds Dr
death.
Ehlich's proposal, for we l)ioneer ed the theory that television is
the greatest force for birth contrnl

that mn

has

H. D. Baker Co.
915 CENTER AT SOUTH J
BR 2-3226

"That way," he said, "they
wouldn't mind it as much."

Reiit—$6 rno.—Buy

'vr dc'..,i'c.d

son backward, televisionles
tions are undergoing a population
explosion is that they don't have
television.

SELECT YOUR
TYPEWRITER
AT

***

"That was a great dinner of
three fried caterpillars and a
broiled lotus leaf," says the backward husband to his backward
wife. "Now what'll we do?"
"Why don't we watch television?" she says.
"What's a television?" he says.
Not having a television, they
have nothing to do in the evening.
And, having nothing to do, he
looks at her sort of resignedly and
she looks at him and they .
Well, statistics show that where
there is no televsion, the birth
rate soars.

So televsion is clearly the
answer. But like all technological
advances, it must be used wisely
or it may do far more harm than
good. Programming is the key.
And the League views with grave
alarm hints by Dr. Ehrlich that
what he envisions for backward
people abroad is educational television.
"Now what'll we do?" says the
backward husband after dinner.
"Why don't we watch television?" she says.
So they turn it on there's
two Jewish doctors arguing with
each other. And after 20 minutes
he looks at her sort of resignedly
and she looks at him and they
Well, it's no wonder studies show
educational
television
ranks
second only to drive-in movies as
a factor in the rising birth rate.
Bulifighters must strive to kill
their bulls within 30 minutes.
Aficionados say that a bull learns
more about fighting in half an
hour than a man in a lifetime, so
the matador must kill in less than
30 minutes.

Wilson Foundation Names
Stalker for Honorable Mention
By Bob Blethen
The Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation has named Leonard Stalker, a senior at
UPS, as a 1968-69 recipient of
Honorable Mention.
Stalker, an English major, was
selected along with 979 other
college seniors for the title award.
This year over 11,600 candidates
were nominated by members of
the academic profession to participate in this year's Woodrow
Wilson competition.
The Foundation has designated
1,124 college seniors at 309 colleges and universities in the United States and Canada as among
the best future college teacher
prospects on the continent.
In the last ten years, with
funds from the Ford Foundation
amounting to $52 million, the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation was able to
make direct grants to approximately 1,000 American and Can-

adian students annually to support their first year of graduate
study.
"Now our major role is to
identify for graduate departments
those students who in our view
have the best potential for college teaching," said Sir Hugh
Taylor, president of the Foundation, when he announced the
names of the Woodrow Wilson
Designates. "This year's Designates are as distinguished and
carefully selected a group as last
year's Fellows. We hope all of
them will receive assistance from
the graduate schools or from federal or other fellowship programs."

WAH LGREN'S
Fine Florists
WE DELIVER
205 No. Yakima

MA 7-0127

YELLOW CAB
OR

AMBULANCE
& ALSO
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
Service

1121

CAMPUS.. APPAREL

SALE
Savings Up To

75%

SEE THE NEWEST IN FASHIONS FOR SPRING

dresses for all occasions
formals - coats - skirts
sportswear -- pants - raincoats
sweaters - blouses - robes
juniors ... Jr. petites ... misses

COLLEGE men & women
JOBS ARE WAITING for young men and women with business
skills and college training! Our specialized courses in accounting,
business administration and secretarial skills can qualify you
for a position where you can make the most of your college
education and where advancement opportunities are unlimited.
You can quickly gain a foothold in the career of your choice finance, industry, civil service, publishing, or television. Free
placement. Send for your free booklet, "How to Add Earning
Power to Your College Training."

KNAPP COLLEGE

TACOMA
WASH.

&tI

Vttc

VILLA PLAZA
Between Pa/n Save and Tiki
Open Friday and Monday Evenings 'til 9

Telephone MA 7-2181 - Tenth & Pacific Ave.
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UPS Hoopsters
Announce 61-68
Opponent Team

By Al Burke
When basketball coach Russ Wilkerson resigned the other
day, most felt the change would help the UPS hoop program. This is based on the fact that Wilkerson's team recently ended its third consecutive losing season, usually
enough to force any coach to hang up his sneakers.
The fact remains, however, that Russ was a winning
coach. His high school record (116-36 and four league
championships in six years) attests to that. Also, in his
first three years at UPS his team compiled a highly creditable 38-30 record, including a 15-8 log in 1964, Puget Sound's
best record in the last ten years. But the next two seasons
saw Logger fortunes turn from bad to worse to downright
terrible. Wilkerson's record during those two campaigns
(11-37) was horrible all right, but frankly, with the talent he
had it is doubtful that Adolph Rupp himself could have done
much better.

The Logger basketball team
named its all-opponent team this
week, comprised of four NCAA
cagers and Terry Easter of St.
Martin's. Easter is a 6-3 senior
from Rochester, New York.
Others on the squad are Ron
Knight of Los Angeles State, a
6-6 sophomore from Compton;
Bill Yeager of Seattle Pacific, a
6-7 senior from Edmonds; Hal
Dohling of Portland State, a 6-0
senior from San Leandro, Calif.;
and Lucky Smith of Hawaii, a
6-3 junior from Detroit.

Car Buffs do it!

Aggressive Recruiting Campaign

This year was a different story. For the first time in
many years, UPS embarked on an agressive full-scale recruiting campaign that truly paid off. Logger reruiters brought
back three outstanding Junior College transfers, a playmaking guard from up north, and a genuine high school All-American, assembling a team with more raw talent than any
other squad in Logger history.
For the first ten games of the season they played like
it, too. After dropping their first two games, the Loggers
won eight straight and the word was out that UPS might be
headed for the National Playoffs. But then something happened, something that caused a 10 game losing streak and
something that the players, the people involved with the
team, and notably Wilkerson couldn't solve.
Of course, Russ, like any coach in his situation, bore
the brunt of the attack, consisting mainly of the questioning
of frustrated fans and a single, student-led, effigy-hanging
incident.
Wilkerson's Reasons "Personal"

Wilkerson's reasons for leaving were "personal", but
whatever he does, we hope he stays in coaching. To borrow a
phrase from Athletic Director Bob Ryan, "He is a real credit
to the coaching profession."
And for the UPS basketball program we hope the change
will be a good one.
Whatever is said about Russ Wilkerson, no one can deny
that he is an outstanding man. He earned the respect of his
players.
Now, Bob Ryan, when will that new coach be named?

Fieldhouse Hosts Tourney,
'A' High Scho ols Compete
The semi-finals and finals of
the Washington State Class "A"
High School Basketball Tournament are slated for the UPS Fieldhouse this weekend. Sixteen of
the state's best middle-sized
schools have been campus guests
this week for the 26-game tourney.
Prosser's defending champions
have returned this year along
with former champs Marquette
of Yakima, Lynden and Raymond. Prosser had won 28 in a
row until Marquette upset the
Mustangs in the district tourney
last week.
Tonight's schedule finds the
semis (four unbeaten teams in
two games) beginning at 7 o'clock.
The championship game is scheduled Saturday night at 9 p.m.

This year's tournament entries
include: Lynden, Nooksack
Valley, Bainbridge, Fife, Mt. Si,
Eatonville, Raymond, Castle
Rock, Woodland, Quincy, Othello,
Prosser, Marquette, East Valley
of Spokane, Deer Park, and De
Sales of Walla Walla.

HUNGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?
Try
PAT'S

Sophomores Jim Meyerhoff (left) and Bob Hunt (right) will carry
Logger hopes this weekend in the NCAA College Division Wrestling Championships at Mankato State College in Mankato, Minnesota. Meyerhoff, from Puyallup, will compete in the 152-lb. weight
division and Hunt, from Tacoma's Stadium High School, will go in
the heavyweight division. The two compiled an outstanding 22-3-1
record between them this season.

Logger Tankers Prepare
For NCAA Meet March 21
University of Puget Sound
swimmers, in preparation for the
NCAA championships in Atlanta,
Georgia, will participate in the
Pacific Northwest AAU championships at Seattle next weekend.
Coach Don Duncan will take an
eight-man Logger contingent to
the Seattle meet. The UPS group
will include senior Lyndon Meredith, junior Doug Ewen, and
freshmen Dave Voss, Pete Hamilton, Steve Kimberley, Bill Martin, Ron Payne and Jim Otness.
Meredith will swim in the 100yard backstroke. Ron Payne and
Jim Otness will take part in the
100-yard breaststroke. The Loggers also will enter the 400-yard
freestyle relay (Voss, Hamilton,
Kimberley and Martin).
Two days after the Northwest
affair a six-man Logger team
will depart for the nationals.

For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

Meredith, Payne and Martin will
swim individual events at the
national meet and the 400 and
800-yard freestyle relay team will
compete along with a 400-yard
medley relay team (Meredith,
Payne, Kimberely, Hamilton,)
Otness and Ewen will not participate in the nationals.
Meredith's qualifying time for
the national meet is 57.6 for the
100-yard backstroke and 2:08.1
for the 200 event. The best Logger
chance seems to be in the 800yard freestyle relay with a time
of 7:37.1. That time would have
ranked UPS fifth in the nation
last year at the NCAA finals.

Euglish reath;
For men who want to be where the
action is. Very racy. Very macculine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.

$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.
A PRCDI CT ()F\,C¼T ( (T\TTANT INC

\T)RTTIC CCC N

ANNOUNCING FOR INDEPENDENT TRA VEL

Group Departures to Europe
for

UPS Students, Faculty, Alumni and Families
round trip

Free

4

Delivery

North 21st and Oakes

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG

Come and See Us

5K 2-6667

3123 North 26th

$358.00

$396.00

(30 days into London)
June 20, 1968

(56 days into Copenhagen)
July 8, 1968

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
Contact
Ann Morgan
SK 9-3521, ext. 359
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Cagers End Excolfing Season,
L'Indstrom Named Captaoin
The 1967-68 basketball season
was a losing one but the varsity
hoopsters managed to cram more
excitement into their 25-game
schedule than any UPS team
of the past 15 years.
This year's team was the
highest scoring in UPS history
but also allowed more points than
any other Logger team. Fifteen
scoring records were broken by
the run-shoot cagers during a 1015 campaign.
Dave Lindstrom was named
captain by vote of the squad at a
season-ending meeting and John
Smith was elected Inspirational
Award winner. Only Don Gustafson, a senior from Lynden, will
not return next season.
Lindstrom set records for most
points in a single game (47), best

JOHN SMITH, 6-6 junior forward from Phoenix, Arizona,
is this week's ATHLETE OF THE WEEK following completion
of the Logger basketball season last Tuesday. Smith topped
all UPS scorers in the PLU game with 24 points and grabbed
17 rebounds to set a new UPS season rebound record of 322.
He was named "most inspirational" player by his mates this
week.

Will Betas Win Again?

Logger Day Be gins i omorrow
By Davy Jones
Logger Day '68 starts in the
pool 1 p.m. tomorrow and then
takes to the field in front of Todd
to commemorate the sixth annual
"Paul Bunyan" fest.
There will be no changes in
events or in rules from last year's
version, according to Jim Lindsay
and Gary Eeguin, co-chairmen
for the Todd Hall operation.
Beta Theta Pj Fraternity,
champions in '63 and in '67, will
encounter the traditional spirited
rivalry among the men living
groups, including the Sigma Chi
Fraternity who were the victors
in '65, '66 and runners-up last
year.
In the women's division, based
on the Tug-of-War event, the
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority is the
team to beat tomorrow; they pulled the Anderson-Langdon team
over to their side last year.
Champions in both divisions re-

ceive Logger Day trophies and
have the honor of polishing it several times before next year's competition.
Scoring runs on a 5-4-3-2-1 basis with no points for below fifth
place.
Four professors have volunteered to officiate Logger action.
Chaplain Jeff Smith will take on
log rolling, and Dr. Dewane
Lamka, Dr. W. Booth Gardner,
and Colonel Robert Denomy will
judge the field events.
All this heated competition will
end on a cool note as the last two
remaining teams in both divisions
of the Tug-of-War will be divided
by a stiff spray of water from a
fire hose.
The Mergers will belt out
sounds for the Logger Day dance
9-12 p.m. in the Great Hall in the
Student Center. Living group
champion swill be awarded trophies midway through this function.
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free throw percentage mark in a
single game (100% on 13-of-13),
most field goals in a single game
(19) and most shots attempted in
a single game (31).
Smith set a new UPS season
rebounding record with 322 and
led all Logger scorers with 496
points. Argie Rhymes finished
second in both departments, scoring 491 points and grabbing 300
rebounds.
Highlights of the season were
wins over NAIA District finalist
St. Martin's, NCAA regional
aspirant Seattle Pacific, and both
the crowned and uncrowned
champs of the Northwest Conference—FLU and Linfield. The
Loggers topped 100 points each
game in registering wins against
all four.

Heartbreaks were plentiful but
the most telling were 74-73 and
91-90 losses to Portland State and
FLU respectively. In both games
the Loggers erased 17-point second
half leads by the opposition and
went ahead in the final minute
only to lose. It was frustrating, to
say the least.

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS
"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tel.
FU 3-4739

UPS Frosh Beat PLU,
Finish Season 10-10
The Logger freshman basketball
team began and ended its season
with easy wins over Pacific Lutheran junior varsity cagers. In
between, UPS split even in 18
games.
A 10-10 season record for the
frosh was sprinkled with 110-106
win over the University of Washington frosh and a 76-75 decision
over the Seattle University
Papooses. It was SU's only freshman loss of the year.
Joe Wenaweser of Kelso was
elected team captain by the L'il
Loggers at a season-ending meeting last week. Atto Barcha, from
Lincoln of Tacoma, was chosen
Inspirational Award winner.
Wenaweser edged Phil Oman
for the scoring crown by onepoint. Wenaweser was a star performer at Kelso high in Southwest Washington last year. Oman

starred for Ilwaco where he was
all-state at the 'A' tourney in the
Fieldhouse last March. Both are
regarded as outstanding varsity
prospects in future seasons.
The Logger frosh were highscoring, averaging 83.7 per game,
and claimed three victories in a
row to end their season after injuries had taken their toll earlier,
causing a mid-season slump.
Free Pick-Up and
Delivery at Dorms
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Out at 5:00
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Editorial Spotlight

Future Looks Dim
For Small Colleges
By Gracia Alkema
What's going to happen to small
colleges, UPS included? Are they
becoming obsolete?
One of the faculty members
brought to my attention an article
from the February 17 Saturday
Review which had found its way
into professors' mail boxes last
Friday. The article? "Uncertain
Future for the Small College",
written by Morris Keeton, academic vice-president of Antioch
College.
It seems interesting that Keeton
points out many of the problems
which have been plaguing UPS
for many years. Speaking of the
small college he writes: "Its sovereign isolation, its protected students, the one-track careers of
its faculty, its restricted curricula
and teaching, and its tepid purposes make it unsuited for the
yers ahead." Despite assertions
of change and growth by the administration of this university,
UPS is quite characteristically defined by Keeton's statement. No
one — and that includes administration, faculty or students can deny that students are protected on this campus, nor can
they deny that the other adjectives in this sentence are valid.
"Tepid purposes." How appropriate! What are the purposes of
UPS anyway? — that would be a
better question. Building more
and more physical structures,
fountains, etc.? What about academic purposes? I don't recall
ever hearing of a statement concerning the intellectual aims and
objections of this "university."
"What is Surviving?"
Keeton feels, and I must agree,
in light of his previous statement,
that the legitimate question is
whether or not the survival of the
small college is justified. He
asks, "Precisely what is surviving at these colleges - a fun culture, prevocational-workshops, an
outlet for adolescent unrest and
discontent with contemporary society, or probing in idea and act
into the nature and possibilities of
men and society?" In relation to
the "tepid purposes" Keeton has
previously mention, it would be
appropriate to analyze which of
these "survival" characteristics is
currently in operation at UPS.
Considering the number of students who plan to transfer, and
the faculty members who have
become disgusted, or at least disillusioned, with the quality of the
learning experience at this school,
is there now a "commitment to
liberal education" at UPS? Or
do we have only a fun culture
and a prevocational workshop?
What about the latter two aspects
of Keeton's statement - the outlet for discontent and the probing
into the nature and possibilities of
men and society?
The disillusionment of both
faculty and students indicates
that UPS's "well-rounded" program is seriously lacking. And

what can be done? A curriculum
change, such as the 4-1-4? Keeton
allows about a decade for the
small college in its current form to
become obsolete, and thus he suggests that "The good college a
decade hence should be distinguished in five ways from its typical counterpart of the recent
past."
Five Suggestions
Included in his analysis are
five suggestions for small college
planning: (1) Educational opportunities beyond old campus boundaries. (2) An increase in the
variety of students: "Colleges
should prepare to serve a greater
variety of students than they do
now, and then they should thrust
greater responsibilities upon these
stuednts." Colleges have been too
protective in the past, Keeton
states, and they must dispel the
"secure" stereotype of small
school education in lieu of more
freedom for students. (3) Correspondingly, he writes about the
careers of faculty being more colorful and varied: "The homogenized faculty and one-track system of faculty careers are also
on the route of the dodo and the
dinosaur." (4) "Individualization,
sophistication, and the rich rewards of its life of learning"
should characterize the small college as well. (5) And lastly,
Keaton stresses that innovation
both in instruction and curriculum
is necessary so that the student
does not merely master one field
and feel that he is educated. How
far has UPS gone in incorporating such objectives in its program, and how much will be
accomplished in the next decade?
Complex Task
Keeton's observation that even if
his suggestions materialize "collegiate leaders will still face the
complex task of integrating these
developments in a way that gives
them sense and significance." As
applied to UPS, this last sentence
is probably the most appropriate,
especially in the current debates
on the proposed curriculum
changes. Will the plan merely
entail a calendar change, or will
it do something about the inadequate academic objectives now
associated with this school?
Qualitive Change Necessary
The ideals both of Keaton and
of the proposed 4-1-4 sound good,
but can they effectively be incorporated into qualitative change?
Or will any attempted change be,
as recorded in the 4-1-4 story in

Science Adds
Dept. Libraries
Upon moving into J. F. Thompson Hall, the UPS science departments have really come into
their own in many ways. One
of the more important, but little
known ways was in the establishment of departmental science libraries.
Each department has at least
one room alloted for reference
materials. In all departments but
Chemistry, the science libraries
are combined with Reading Conference rooms. These collections
of books are from the individual
collections of professors and
some reference sections from the
UPS Library.
The purpose of individual
science libraries is to provide onthe-spot reference materials for
students in their work. So that
all books will be available at all
times, there is a policy of noncirculation.
An important addition to the
Geology and Chemistry libraries
is a complete collection of recent periodicals in those disciplines. The periodicals are borrowed from the UPS Library. The
other science departments will
eventually adopt this program.
Only two new hotels have been
built in Paris in the last 50 years.
They are the George V in 1928
and the Hilton in 1966.
last week's Trail, only a new
pigeon-holing of old ideas? The
answers to such questions cannot
be justifiably hypothesized before the new proposal is put into
effect. But perhaps now is the
time for a consideration of these
questions and not when the plan
is solidly implemented.

UPS SKI TEAM - Jim Donworth, Grant Mittelstaedt, and
Jaques Garrigues at Mt. Norque in Banff, Canada.

Ski Club Enters Daffodil Cup
Members of the University of
Puget Sound Ski Club will be
working the course Sunday,
March 10, when the Daffodil Cup
will be run at Crystal Mountain
as the feature of the 1968 National Alpine championships.
Queen Carol Parcheta, ruling
monarch of the Puyallup Valley
Daffodil Festival, will be on hand
to help award the trophies to the
winners of the men's and women's
divisions of the feature giant slalom.
Announcement of the winners
of the two big races for the Daffodil Cup March 10 will be made
by Gay. Dan Evans.
Trophies and floral decorations
at Crystal Mountain for the big
Daffodil Cup race March 10 are
being made possible by the Puyallup Valley Daffodil Festival.
University of Puget Sound students who will help with the Daffodil Cup running include Jan
Ashley, Bonnie Barto, Tami
Szerlip, Janet Olson, Kathy

Hawkes, Sally Estlow, Nick Sinnett, Jacques Garrigues, Grant
Mittelstaedt, Pete Rebstack, Dan
Young, Todd Hagstrom, Jim
Donworth, Tom Kirby, James
Neidigh, C. G. Masonic Jr. and
Jim Scholfield.
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Quick action is important, but
it should not be hasty action.
Change is not always progressive,
so let's be reasonably sure that
the proposals UPS is currently
considering will deter the trend
which Keeton has observed toward the obsoletion of the small
college.
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Admire, if you must, the man with his feet
well planted who can pay cash. But when does
romance wait for cash? Let Weisfield's do it.
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Election Feature

ASB Candidates State quallfie"tions
By Bob Blethen
Students at the University of Puget Sound are now facing and
will again face on March 12 and 13 one of their most serious responsibilities during their college academic career. This responsibility
is to elect sound, qualified, and progressive student leaders and
representatives.
UPS in the last year has adopted a long needed change in school
colors. There was a one-color
credit established for members of
the rally squad. There was also
passed into reality the creation
of a campus radio station, soon
to begin its first broadcast. Clay
Logos worked almost exclusively
on completely revising the budget
and re-allocating money. And
Delegate-Dining was initiated, a
system of the Delegates-at-Large
attending meals at the various
living groups for the exchange of
student ideas.
Logos stated that he would like
to see many of the programs that
he and his student government
colleagues have been attempting
to put into action become adopted
under the new government.
Among Clay's greatest desires
is for UPS membership in the
National Student's Association,
said to be the largest organization
of student governments.
"This organization provides
many valuable services," Clay
stated, "from which I believe UPS
would receive unmeasurable benefits. The vast amount of information and resources this organization offers includes such items
as: international student ID's,
big name artists, student rights
assistance, conference in student
drug use, and many other benefits. Presently, UPS has been a
trial member, but I am confident
that the students will vote this
worthwhile membership into effect."
Loges said further that there
is presently being proposed a
student ID card, which would include what are now separate cards
for meals, library, and activities
in one card. "This card is of
great necessity to UPS," Clay
stated.
"I would also like to see Dole
gate-Dining continued." Log
said, "to insure communicrr
between student government and
the students."
"As my term of office has nearly expired, I hope that what I
believe to be a strong student
government continues and that
there will be a strong turnout for
the election," Clay concluded.
Candidates for President
An ASP president's greatest
duty is to represent the student
body before all faculties. He must
oversee all actions carried out in
the slame of the students. This
makes it necessary for a presidential candidate to have a wide
background of leadership. He
must be a man of action as well
as words!
Dixon Rice, was chairman of
Songfest last year. He was chairman of the leadership conference
this fall. As Delegate-at-Large
this year Dixon worked on SUBA
and the Logger Ledger. He has
also been campus coordinator for

the Campus Student Association.
Dixon has also served as squad
manager for the Debate team and
was one of the two founders of
the House of Critics.
"The important thing in student government is working with
committees and their executive
officers," Dixon said. "A person
in order to be qualified for ASB
president must have a good cornprehensive background in understanding the total student government picture."
Rice is primarily basing his
platform on two issues:
Permanent membership in
the National Student Association
for the purpose of expanding student services; Dixon originally
proposed this idea to Central
Board.
Giving the Judiciary Committee the duty of investigating
any student's complaint of student's rights violation. "This is
something that isn't presently
being done at UPS to any degree,"
Rice stated. "There is no student's rights protection."
Dean Henry, has served as
president and secretary of InterFraternity Council. Dean was
junior class representative to the
Faculty Senate and has served
as a voting member of Central
Board. He was one of five juniors
selected in Who's Who in American colleges and universities.
Dean is basing his platform on
four primary issues:
Revise Artist and Lecture by
dividing the present organization
into two groups, one cultural and
the other popular.
Student government should
become more involved in Freshmen Orientation, with lectures by
members of the Facutly which
are of a more practical nature to
incoming students.
"We, the student body and officers, should accept more responsibility for orienting the Freshmen students," Dean commented.
The $1,500 of ASB money
presently used for compiling the
Logger Ledger could be put to a
better use. This Ledger is not
really a student handbook and
this is what is really needed.
Become a permanent memher of NSA for greater services.
This organization is well worth
the most of UPS membership.
"As ASB President I would
place myself directly responsible
to the students and keep the students informed of any changes in
my platform," Dean stated. "Students need someone with whom
they can identify. It is the responsibility of the Student Body
President to correlate all functions
of student organizations and
groups."
Due to the large number of
candidates seeking the remaining
student officers I will be able to
deal only briefly with the platform

of each candidate as presented at
the ASB Elections Convention on
March 5.
First Vice-President
Chris Huss
Must put the structure of
student government first.
Create more evenly divided
publicity for Artist and Lecture.
Establish Public Affairs
Forums with more campus oriented topics.
4 Focus my attention on student
communication, with emphasis on
personal contact.
Tom Iverson
1.See student communications
improved, especially the Trail.
2. Bring in more controversial
speakers for Artist and Lecture
with whom students can associate
and create student interest.
Second Vice-President
Ed Galen
Adoption of student ID cards.
Social calendar is badly in
need of improvement; establish
two calenders, one available at
Fall and Spring semester registration.
Colleen Smith
Student government has had
little respect or power, because
of apathy. We must have a student government of which the
students can be proud.
Offjcers must work for and
with the Administration to create
effective government. Student government leaders have to be able
to handle conflicts intelligently
with the Administration.
Proposal of a monthly calender, similar to that already in
existence.
Executive Secretary
Karen Bagne
Must be more than just a
secretary, must be aware of the
problems.
To inspire student interest in
activities by greater publicity.
We need to improve interest
in academic as well as athletic
affairs.
Brenda Bodmer
Must be more than just a
reporter, responsibility to be informed on issues facing student
government.
A solid contributor to the
Finance Committee.
Phyllis Scheiffele
Want the job.
Ability to do the job, firmly
believe in one's qualities.
More personal contact between officers and students; distribute CB minutes to all living
groups.

Delegates-at-Large

Randy McLeary

Phil Henderson

The most important job of

.Jmproving communications
between student government and
the students by discussing student
life with the various living groups.
Help to get the desires of the
students by working on committees of Central Board.
Valerie Knecht
Represent as large a portion
of students as possible.

a delegate is carry through communications with the students.
Improve
Friday-at-Four.
This activity started out the year
with great success, but soon the
interest died. Greater publicity to
create interest.
Improve campus films, which
are now lacking.

IT'S TIME

Continue Delegate-Dining,
which is great for improving communications.

for

Spring Auto ervice

,r' ''

Weekly or bi-weekly report
of Central Board's proceedings
broadcast over the new radio
station.
Bob Kucklick
1. The Delegate is a primary
vehicle of student communication.
He must play an active role in
student affairs.

Yes, Winter Driving Is Tough on Cars
Avoid Costly Repairs Later by Regular
Service Now!
•
• tn,.y CI.,,k
• MflI,,, ThiIp,p,

Tod MeKelvy
1. Put greater emphasis on the
Leadership conference. It is very
important to develop well-rounded
leaders and individuals.

ED'S MOBIL SERVICE
No. 26th & Alder

RIALTO BARBER SHOP .tJoe Narducci,
and Associates

Hair Styling - Razor Cutting
BR 2-9232

313 South Ninth Street, Tacoma

VI

fr#u

aVw

!j

An assortment of fine, nationally-advertised products as listed:
Ladies

Men

Macleans Toothpaste
Pond's Flower Talc
Neutrogena Soap
Meds Tampons
Gillette Right Guard
Pond's Cold Cream
Clairol Lipstick
Sweeta
No Doz

Macleans Toothpaste
Old Spice After Shave
Absorbine Jr.
Palmolive Rapid Shave
Mennen Spray Deodorant
Brylcreem
Colgate 100 Mouthwash
No Doz

CAMPUS PAK

DOWN IN THE CELLAR

• G,,ing & 0,1 Ch,,,g
• Bv,y S,,.i,,
. • Whjng
S

EJIU
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Brown and Haley Series Scheduled,
Arthur Bestor Chosen As Speaker
A Uniersity of \Vahi ngton history I)rofesor
who gai ned nationwide fame as a critic of e(Iucation and a a wriftr in the field of history will he
the Brown and Haley lecturer at the University
of Puget Sound this year.
Arthur Bestor will be the sixteenth lecturer
in the annual program which brings outstanding
scholars to the Tacoma campus for the three-night
series of free public lectures. The program is
scheduled for March 19-21 in Jones Hall auditorurn on the UPS campus.
Thisears lecture series is Habeas Corpus
and the American Constitution, 1789-1867: A Case
Stuth' in the History of Freedom.''
The privilege of the writ of haheas (orpus
has been called "the most important human right
in the Constitution," Not until after the Civil War,
however, was the writ capable of providing in
America the kind of far-reaching protection that
it provided in England.
This situation, usually overlooked or forgotten,
will he examined historically in Professor Bestor's
lectures. He will show how the existence of both
a federal system and of slavery comhine'd to cripple
the ancient writ. Credit for restoring habeas corpus to full scope and effectiveness, Bestor will point
out, belongs primarily to the leaders of the antislavery movement.
A graduate of Yale I Jniversity in the ('lass of
1930, Bestor earned his Ph.D at that institution in
1938. He re&'evied an honorary LL.D. from Lincoln
University. Pennsylvania, in 1949, and he hn!ds an
M A. from Oxford University.
He began teaching at Yale, and subsequently
served on the faculties of ('olumbia, Stanford, the
University of Wisconsin and the University of
Illinois before coming to the University of Washignton as professor of history in 1962.
In 1965-67 he was Harold Vyvyan Harmsworth
professor of American history at Oxford University.
He has recently returned from six months of teaching and lecturing in .Japan, where he served as
Fulbright visiting professor at the University of
Tokyo and at Rikkyo University, and as dean of
the faculty at the Kyoto American Studies Summer Seminar.
In 1962 he made a brief trip to Russia, and in
1964 he lectured in the Philippines and in India
nd Iso t ri ivi'led around the world
His first major 1)00k, Backwoods Utopias,
received the Reveridge award of the American Historical Assm'iation upon its publication in 1950.
This was a study in American social and intellectual history, treating of early American experiments in communitarian socialism. In recent years,
Professor Bestor has devoted himself primarily to
American ('onstitutional history. His UPS lectures
will draw upon his research in the latter field..
Two recent articles of his deal with questions
related to the f')pics he will discuss in his Brown
and Haley Lectures. One, "The American Civil
War as Constitutional Crisis," appeared in the
American Historical Review of -January, 1964. The
other, ''State Sovereignty and Slavery,'' was pubI ished in the summer, 1961, issue of the .Journal
of the Illinois State Historical Society. ;in Organization of which Professor Bestor is a past president.
Both articles have been reprinted several 'times
in collections of significant reinterpretations of
American history.
-

California Artists' Prints
Displayed in Kittredge Gallery
Prints by California artists will

Three of his hooks were among the 1,780 Selected for the White House Library in 1964.
In 1952, when he was a member of the t.Tniversity of Illinois faculty, he delivered an address
titled, ''Aimlessness in Education," in which he
attacked the emphasis placed on pedagogical methods, at the expense of subject matter, in the trainjog of teachers. When published in the Scientific
Monthly, this address provoked a nation-wide ('Ontroversy. Bestor elaborated his views in a large
number of articles and eventually in two books,
Eduactional Wastelands (1953) and The Restoration of Learning (1955).
He was one of the founders of the ('ouncil for
Basic Education in 1956, served as its firstpresident and has been a member of its hoard of directors c'oiiti 01101(5] V.

frey Bowman, Gordon Cook, Sis-

at the University of Puget Sound,

ter Mary Corita, Richard Diehen-

starting March 6. according to

korn, Leonard Edmondson, Con-

Mrs. Marcia ,Jartun. exhibits

ner Everts, Sam Francis, Ernest

chairman.

Freed, David Glines.

The exhibition was organized

Richard Graf, 'John IhIe. Shiro

by the Printmaking Center of

Ikeg'awa. John Paul Jones. Fran-

the San Francisco Art Institut'.

('is Kelly. George Mivasaki, Nat-

It will remain on display through

han Oliviera, Ben Sakoguchi. Dan

March 31.

Sakog'uchi. Dan Shapiro, Jan
Stussv, Don Turner, Beth Van

Artists I nclurlc'rl were selc'cted
of prints and drawings for the Art
Gallery of the University of Cali-

A fighting hull usually uses

Dr. E.

just one horn to gore with. For the

(;unter Troche, director of the

torero, it is vital to learn which

fornia, Los Angeles:

horn
Ac'henhach Foundation f o
r is the fighting one.
Graphic Arts, San Francisco: and
Richard Graf. chairman of

the

Printmaking Center, Collc'ge of
the San Francisco Art Institute.
Graf,

in

the preface to the

catalog of the exhibition said.
Mos of the artists represented in

ARE YOU YOUR
OWN
COMPUTER?

this show regard the printmaking
t'chniques not just as a means
of reproducing an image, but as
a means of creating an image,
muc'h as a painter or sculptor is
involv'rI with the techniques and
materials of his media for creative
Purposes."
Artists who produced the 68

Dr. Arthur Bestor

works in the exhibition are: Den-

In his professional field of history, he has
served on numerous committees of the American
Historical Association, the Organization of Amer(can Historians, and the American Studh's Association. In 1964, he was co-chairman for the State
of Washington of National Library Week. He has
served on the board of the American Civil Liberth's Union of Washington.
Dr. and Mrs. Bestor have three sons, one of
them, Thomas W. Bestor. a Tacoman and the
father of two of the three Bestor grandchildren.
A historian Kent R. Green I iel d. deli ye red t hi'
first Brown and Haley Iecturi's in 1953, and two
other historians have lectured in subsequent years:
Merle ('urti and T. Harry Williams.
Other lectures h lye been: .John Kenneth C: i I
braith, Harry L. Shapiro, Theodore M. Green,
Howard Mumford ,Jones David F'llman, Phi lip
M. Hauser, Hadley ('antril, Henry Nash Smith,
Philip H. Phenix, Peter H. Odeg':ird, Kenneth E.
Boulding. and (in 1967) George P. Murdock.
Each set of k'ctures is customarily published
an a hook by the Rutgers University Press.
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These are parking spaces.

-

and they are lust eight of the
many convenient park'inci spaces at ow, '
rear entrace.
n
When you shop at
La
Pere" use our rear entrance
. . .
if
you like.

SHOP RITE

La Pore's 21st & Alder

IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
Complete

jL~~

_d

and

LAUNP

TEWS

Laundry

,

.

Services

including

OIL SERVICE

Coin.Opered
Department

Courteous Service
Aitomatic Fill
Credit on Approval
Budget Terms
Complete Automotive Service and
Car Repairs
-

-

SK 9-4502

Rules of three, percentages, multiplications, divisions, currency
with its circular
conversions
slide-rule, the Chronomat calculates them all
This amazing chronograph is very
much more than simply a highprecision timepiece. It is a working
tool indispensable to your profession, to your technical studies,
to your hobbies. It is made by
Breitling of Geneva.
. . .

F

tiott, please send tne,fre

Cleaning

EAN

-

6th Ave. and Union

Hoesen and June Wayne.

by Dr. E. Maurice Bloc'h, curator

.

-

nis Real!, Robert Bechtle, Geof-

he displayed in Kitt redge Gallery

NEW ERA CLEANERS
2621 North Proctor
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

ue of new Breitling model
of Breitling dealers
.

Z:p
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BREITLING

5K 9-3501
B re illi ng -Wakrt't anti
15 West 47th street, New York 36 N.Y.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CHOICE 68
Schedules
April Primary

•

I

CLASSIFIED .

To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 763, for an Ad Taker
TO RENT
part-time onportunity. Will not
('onflict with study time.
Room for Rent

Needed: Girl to share room
with UPS senior. Refrig., hot
plate available. One block from
UPS. SK 2-6327.
Room with all home privi1ege.
Color TV. Walking distance to
('ollege. Boy or girl. 827 North
Oakes. BR 2-8113.

University of Pu get Sound sit,dents have the opportunity to tot,'
in the National Collegiate Presidential Primary April 24. along
with other college students across
the nation and in study abroad
programs. To inform student
voters on the candidates and issues that will appear on the
ballot, the following article was
sent from CHOICE 68 headquarters in New York—Editor

The nation's students have determined the final ballot and
referendum issues of their first
nationwide collegiate presidential
primary, called CHOICE 68.
Meeting in Washington, D.C.
from February 10-13, the irOgram's student directors selected
a slate of fourteen candidates for
the presidency. They are: Fred
Halstead, Mark Hatfield, Lyndon
Johnson, Robert Kennedy, Martin Luther King, John Lindsay,
Eugene McCarthy. Richard
Nixon, Charles Percy, George
Romney, Ronald Reagan, Nelson
Rockefeller, Harold Stassen, and
George Wallace.
The students also decided that
three referendum questions be included on the ballot. Two deal
with the country's current involvement in Viet Nam, and one
with the priorities of government
spending in confronting the
"urban crisis". Mr. Richard
Scammon, Director of the Elections Research Center, and Dr.
Howard Penniman of the Political Science Department at Georgetown University assisted the
Board in their efforts to ensure
that the various questions were
properly phrased towards achieving maximum clarity.
In addition, the Board resolved
several administrative questions,
such as voter qualification. It
was decided that any student currently enrolled in an American
college or university will he eligible to vote in the CHOICE 68
election. This includes graduate,
part-time, and foreign students
as well as those studying abroad
in American branch universities.
The Board announced its decisions at a national news conference held on February 13
which was covered extensively by
the major television networks and
press wire services.
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EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted

RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR
STUDENTS. Interviews will
he held by R. A. Michaj.la, Division Manager for the Great
Books of the Western World
(division of Encyclopaedia Rntannica) to hire two campus
representatives for an unique

IN I KVi— Ht'5

CCENIC,

6 HOLWWXEA FtENPiP

Persons hired can expect to
earn $250 to $300 per month
minimum in spare time, calling
on people that have written to
us inquiring about our program,
prices, etc. No canvassing involved.
To qualify you must be ambitious and desirous of a substantial income. For interview appointment call or write Great
Books of the Western World,
2366 Eastlake East, Suite 227,
Seattle; Wash. 98102.

FOR SALE

-

'57Chev with everything. 283
4-speed. New paint, interior. 4
ET mags & Red Line wide
ovals. 3212 N. 14th, Ext. 707.

GOTP S

VI1a'41Da FLL1Y

Markham Demonstrates
Vocal Abilities in Recital

By TRAIL Staff Reporter
the performance, the number
Due to insufficient, publicity,
seemed to indicate a lack of
far too many of you missed what
practice on the part of Miss Kelwill probably prove to be the
ler.
best voice recital of the School of
In the second half of the proMusic this year. In her Senior
gram Miss Markham's floating
Recital last Friday Judy Marktone was particularly apparent in
ham showed technical mastery "Heart" by Aaron Coplanci.
beyond question and a confidence
Mozart provided the last numthat put everyone at ease.
ber which was a recap of all of
The program was well balanced
Miss Markham's talents: techand not too long. Beginning with
nique, power, and that lighteran aria from Haydn's "Creation."
than-air toise.
Miss Markham gave the impression of strength. By the end of
Congratulations to S. E. and
the number she seemed to have
Co. for a good show their first.
complete control of the acoustics
time out together last Friday-atof the recital hall.
Four. The charm and projection
In the second section, a group
of Robin Gleason and Curtis
of Faure. Judy demonstrated her
Stovall's hard-driving bass prosoft voice. She sang at a whisper
vided a full hour of fine enterand the words seemed to hang in
tainment.
.,c .i.,..; .............
vn •p'LV
sr'utIuii rnatie it a
program in itself. In "Toujours,"
Do not miss Tim Strong next
the last piece in the group. Miss
Friday night at 8:15 in Jacobson
Markham again showed her
Recital Hall. You will, not here
strength. When she sings full
a better l)ianist here this year.
voice the whole hall sings.
The School of Music has schedulMiss Markham was joined b y ed two of our most promising per.
Ruth Keller on French horn in
formers a week apart. This is
the following selection by Schuthe one to hear if you want to
bert. Although the fine tone
know how the piano should he
quality of the horn contributed to played.
ii

All You Need Is Love
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once- in-a- lifetime . way. The engagement ring you choose says so much about
your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the
word i "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured) . Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler's'store, He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

iii

REGISTERED
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The
R ed
Carriage
H 0 M E T OW N
BLUES
BAND
featuring Terry Gunnar
Held Over by Request

DIAMOND RINGS

The newest and most promising big
band sound in the Northwest making
their first appearance in the Nightspot

BELAIR $625. ALSO $200. TO 2100, WEDDING SINS 100.

Wor ld!

Presents

PRICES PROM $100. TO $5000 RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW BEAUTY OF ULDAIL,
U TRADEMARK BEG. H. A. POND COMPANY. INC . ESTABLISHED 1892

Stag Girls
Admitted Free

the

.

Now Serving:
Fried Chicken
Prawns
Hamburgers

WED. - SAT. 9 - 2
1107 Tacoma Ave.
NO ONE UNDER 211

THow -ro

PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagemen.t and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
I only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
I
I

I
I

I

568

Name
....
Address
ICity................_...._
State_
I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90. SYRACUSE, N. V. 13201
L---------------------------

I
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Trail Essay

Play Review

'A Remnant Shall Remaid

Anemic Plot
Overcome

OVERPOPULATION: YESTERDAY, TODAY, OR TOMORROW?

By Jim Lyles
William Saroyan's The Cave
Dwellers was brought to life last
weekend thanks to the efforts
of Director Tom Manning and
the Campus Playcrafters.
Mr. Manning's straightforward
and unembellished production of
the play, which has a rather
anemic plot and tendencies toward
platitudinous philosophizing, must
be counted as a success. Credit
for this achievement must also be
extended to the cast, whose solid
characterization brought unity to
a rather loosely organized play
characterized by the themes of
love, loneliness and kindness.
The story of lonely people huddled together in an abandoned
theater, appropriately enough
called the World, began to click
in the dream sequence scene, in
which each of the four principle
characters see their tragedies and
hopes float before their sleepburdened eyes. The Duke (Craig
Haines), an ex-prize fighter, suffered again his final defeat in the
ring: the girl (Pat Garber) beheld a vision of the lover that she
had yet to meet; the King (Dale
Carlson) relived his conversation
with the dog of a rich woman in
furs who had not so much as
noticed him as he sat begging
the previous day; and the Queen
(Deborah Shaw) recalled the
triumph of her youth on the
stage. This scene, prohably the
most striking artistically, was also a welcome departure from
Saroyan's occasional tendencies
toward wearisome exposition in
the guise of dialogue.
Dale Carlson's worn-out old
actor, the King, showed brilliant
flashes, particularly in the eating scene, where he vacillates between impersonation of the great
man come to eat in a restaurant
and his own personal tragedy of
obsolescence. Carison also shone
in the "damn me, damn me . .
scene, in which the old actor
laments losing his shoe because
he could not bring a single tear
to the eyes of a crew of constrution workers, despite having tried
all the tricks of his act.
Deborah Shaw must also be
extended credit for her portrayal
of the Queen, an old actress who
had long ago hid farewell to her
stage triumphs but who had never
relinquished her regal digxiity.
C o m mendable performances
were also turned out by Craig
Haines, the ex-pug who had absorbed all of life's low punches;
Pat Garber, as the lonely girl;
Les Sousley and Mike Kuntz, as

By David H. Wagner
Overpoulation H a topic most people set aside after being taught
the theories of Maithaus. The Maithusan Law, noted over a century
and a half ago, simply states that a population will increase geometrically rather than arithmetically. That this is undeniable is shown
by the growth of the world population: the first billion was passed
only about 1830, the second a little later and the third just recently.
The Age of Science has grown at a rate remarkably similar, and
we are led to believe that a progressive technology will be able to
cope with an increasing population. The advances in science have
indeed made this growth possible. I believe, however, that a blind
faith in science has led us to two conclusions, which, though seemingly valid, are both false and dangerous. The first is that the illeffect of overpopulation is merely starvation; the second, that the
western world, with its advanced technology and high level of prosperity, has little to fear from overpopulation fOr some time to come.
The first conclusion is due to ignorance; a lack of understanding
of facts about population which are not recent. I call attention to a
study done a number of years ago. It involved placing a colony of
rats in an environment with optimum physical conditions, with only
space restricted. At first a normal society was set up. (Our scientists
(/0 know the psychology and sociology of rats rather well). In a
short time, as the number of rats increased, it was found that the
normal social patterns broke down. Long before they were so crowded
that physical contact was inevitable, they showed an increasing occurrence and severity of psychoses. Life mates separated and became
promiscuous. Both males and females fought often to death or severe
injury. Young litters were neglected or eaten. Certain individuals
withdrew into the corners and starved themselves to death. Various
studies of baboons and other animals in confinement have produced
similar results.
I have often been warned that humans are not subject to behavior of lower animals. Can anyone deny that we, Homo Sapiens,
suffer from response to psychological pressures caused by environment? These animals were suffering from psychological stresses. The
environment factor which caused psychological breakdown in them
was that there were just to many bodies. With us, it is too many
minds too close together. So, it is not only starvation one has to fear
from overlJopulation, it is also the destruction of normal psychological patterns.
It should he evident to anyone who lifts his eyes outside his circle
of friends that our society is an organism which is as different from
its components as water is from hydrogen and oxygen. We are members of a closely knit society: our economics and communications do
not allow us to withdraw or remain aloof. There is no place we can
go without influencing or being influenced. Our technology, while
holding back starvation, has hastened the psychological effect of overpopulation UPOfl the world We are not affected individually; rather,
our society responds as an organism with properties of its own.
I feel a responsibility to end on an optimistic note. The pessimist will believe that our society has become psychotic, as evidenced
by purposeless crime, riots, anarchy, dissension and war. And I
would have to agree with him that we are faced with a world civilization which would collapse as a whole, should any part of the structure
crumble. Nevertheless, I feel as the Old Testament prophets of doom,
"A remnant shall return." This time the wording runs, "A remnant
shall remain." That remnant will he the most righteous group ever
to walk on the face of the ea\th.

Debate Judges
Needed
DEBATE JUDGES NEEDED
FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL
SPEECH TOURNAMENT, Mar.
22-23.
Students who wish to judge
debate for the 34th Annual High
School Speech Tournament
should apply at the Forensics' office now. Debate experience in
high school or college is required
in order to qualify for the payment of $2 per round. The tournament will be Friday and Saturday, March 22-23. Entries are
expected from nearly 100 high
schools.
Money may be no object, but it

Women's Food Service
Installs Chapter
Women food service employees
at the University of Puget Sound
have become the first collegiate
chapter of the American Food
Service Association.
The new chapter is named
Commencement Bay College
Chapter.

OLIVER TAXI

the ASB officers and last year's rally squad members. Out
of the 32 participants who tried out, 15 names have been
placed on the final ballot. Vote until 4 p.m. today and
next week on Tuesday and Wednesday.
the Father and his trained bear,
Gorky; and Bob Countryman and
Henry Johnson as the hard-bitten
but understanding demolition
workers.
Bob Countryman's lighting deserves mention as providing a
felicitous touch of harmony and
mood with the simple but effective
setting.
The
In the final assesrnent,
Cave Dwellers provided an enjoyable evening of dramatic entertainment.

1je proctor

STAMP IT!
IT'S THE RAGE
AMC

REGULAR
MODEL
ANY $

3 LINE TEXT
The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE MEIAL
POCKEI RUBBER STAMP. 'Ia" x 2".
Send check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranta.d
THE MOPP Co.

P. 0. Box 18623 Lenox Square Station
ATLANTA, GA., 30326
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DINE IN A FRIENDLY HOME-LIKE ATMOSPHERE
CLOSE TO UPS
SELECT FROM A COMPLETE MENU AT RLASONABLE PRICES

SK 9-8665

2514 North Proctor

what have

ff

111 c$i
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we got
cigarnst

CONTAC . . . for head cold congestion, hay fever, all day, all night relief "the capsule that thinks"
CORICIDN - - . for symptomatic relief of colds and accompanying aches and
pains, fever and for simple headache
DRISTAN - . . symptomatic relief of sinus congestion, colds and hay feser
PERTUSSIN Medicated Vaporizer Instant Room Spray . . - feel instant relief from
congestion of colds and hay fever, clinically tested, proven effective

& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

SUPER ANAHIST Tablets with decongestant action, symptomatic relief of colds,
sinus congestion, hay fever

11 Passenger Limosine For Charter

VACAGEN Tablets . . . Oral Vaccine Cold Tablets, only lOc a week prevents colds
all year around
VAPORIZERS . . . for real relief from congestion ... by Hunt and Kaz
CITRUSUN - . - hot lemon drink, most complete single cold medication

TACOMA AIRPORTER

CONGESPIRIN . , . new, twice the relief of aspirin for children's colds
VICKS - . . you can trust all Vicks products for all your family's colds

RADIO DISPATCHED

most certainly is a predicate and
every fortune is predicated upon
it.

JUDGING RALLY SQUAD competitors Monday afternoon are

112 So. 14th St.
Tacoma, Wash.

Proctor Pharmacy & Earl Acker Gifts

3-1555

Your prescription headquarters—Free delivery on prescriptions
SK 2-3511
3818 Norfh 26th

